
EUROPE – DAY               09.05.2018 

1st part of the day:  
 

Group work 
 

Our students decided on a topic.  
In a group, they worked  for 2 hours. 

 
 * Languages in Europe 
 * Europe Hymne 
 * Cars from European production 
 * points of interest in Europe 
 * Greek mythology 
 * Musicians from Europe 
 * European dance 
 * Theatre 
 * Comics from / in Europe 
 * Typical meals from Europe 
 * Painters from / in Europe 
 * Fairy tales from European countries 
 * Athletes from / in Europe 
 * Built Coat of arms for the countries  
                         of the European championship  
 

2nd part of the day:  
 

European championship on the 
sports field  

 
 
 
 
 

 * Rubber boots throw  
        (Origin: Finland) 

 * Brennball  
      (Origin: Scandinavia) 

 * Relay race (athletics) 
 * Pull rope 
    (Switzerland, the Netherlands, Ireland, Spain, Sweden and Germany) 

 * Throw cans  
                        (Coconut shy -GB) 



Europe - Hymne 



Languages in Europe 
 



Cars from European production 

 

 



Points of interest in Europe 

 

 



Fairy tales from European countries 

 

 



Greek mythology 

 

 



Musicians from Europe 

 

 



European dance 

 

 



 
Theatre 

 
 

 



Comics from / in Europe 

 

 



Typical meals from Europe 

 

 



Painters from / in Europe 

 

 



Athletes from / in Europe 

 

 



Built Coat of arms for the countries of 
the European championship  

  
 



European championship on the sports 
field  

 

  
  
  
  



rubber boots throw  
        (Origin: Finland) 

The origins of rubber boot throwing lead to Finland, 
where, according to tradition, sailors invented this 

throwing game at the end of the 19th century. 



rubber boots throw  
        (Origin: Finland) 
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Brennball  
(Origin: Scandinavia) 

Brennball is a throwing, catching and running game 
with great popularity in Scandinavia. It is played 

professionally in Sweden. 



Brennball  
(Origin: Scandinavia) 

 

 



Relay race (athletics) 

The relay race is a discipline of athletics. 
In a relay run several runners in a group mentioned 
runners group and pass a rod from runner to runner 

on. 



Relay race (athletics) 

 

 



  rope- pulling 
    (Switzerland, the Netherlands, Ireland, Spain, Sweden and Germany) 

Tug-of-war or rope-pulling is an old team sport that 
serves the showdown of two teams. Leading nations 

are Switzerland, the Netherlands, Ireland, Spain, 
Sweden and Germany. 



 Pull rope 
    (Switzerland, the Netherlands, Ireland, Spain, Sweden and Germany) 

 

 



Throw cans 
 

The history of caning can also be traced back to the 
days of ancient Rome, where the "Harpaston" was 

played, combining elements of handball and rugby. The 
"Harpaston" probably came from ancient Greece. 



Throw cans 
 

 

 



An eventful Europe - day in Schkopau  
comes to an end….. 



…….but  

Europe is….. 
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           …….. our common home and our  
         precious heritage. It stands for the great 
                        values of freedom, human rights 
                            and social security.  Found on: https://myzitate.de/europa/ 

 
                                                                   Christian Wulff (German Federal President) 
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